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I know what it’s like to raise money for a mission. I’ve worked in 
nonprofit leadership for twenty-five years. I also know the struggle to 
find a vendor who understands and values the organization’s mission. 
That’s why I started Roundtree.

When you engage Roundtree, you are hiring a team that loves to see 
the work of Christ’s kingdom expand around the world. We get excited 
about serving our clients because of the meaningful work they are 
doing in communities near and far.

As you explore our services, I’d love the opportunity to speak with you 
personally and learn more about the work of your organization. Please 
feel free to contact me with any questions or to set up a time to talk.

Sincerely,

FROM OUR FOUNDER

Andy Jones
FOUNDER AND MANAGING DIRECTOR

andy@roundtreeagency.com
919-601-1439
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Donor relationships are just that: relationships. 
Relationships grow when there is healthy communication. 
Unfortunately, many nonprofits are silent and sporadic 
when it comes to communicating with donors. Donors 
give but only hear from the organization when they want 
another gift. The donor feels more used than valued. 

Our strategies and services are built on the belief that 
good communication with donors is clear, consistent, and 
creative. Using proven methods, we make donors feel like 
they are valued partners in your organization’s mission. 

INTRODUCING ROUNDTREE
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We’ve served

Our clients raised

$500K TO $50M: 
The spectrum of our

clients’ annual budgets.

Our clients content got

1.7M+ VIEWS

OVER 50

OVER 100
around the world.

across the country

last year.

last year.

who are working in

$120M

clients

countries

$
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CORE VALUES
Our work for clients is driven by three core values:

POSITIVITY. We see potential...

• In ourselves, we have a growth mindset when it comes to our skills.
• In each other, we encourage and celebrate each other’s success.
• In our clients, we are enthusiastic about serving them.
• In the world, we are optimistic about the impact of our work.

PRODUCTIVITY. We are creators…

• Who design and build. We bring things into being.
• Who attend to details. We believe every part of our work matters.
• Who are relational. We are in the business of customer satisfaction.

GENEROSITY. We exceed expectations…

• Through proactivity, we put forward new ideas and solve problems.
• Through sharing, we are open-handed with our clients and others.
• Through gratitude, we communicate the privilege of serving clients.
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CREDIBILITY
Clients partner with us to help them achieve better outcomes with 
donors. We have been honored to serve nonprofits who have 
experienced significant growth while working together.

A Christian organization in the southeast
5X GROWTH  in donor contributions
over 5 years.

A global church equipping organization
20% YEAR-OVER-YEAR 
GROWTH  in donations.

An international outreach ministry to children
200% GROWTH  in donations in
the first year of engagement with Roundtree.

A benevolence ministry
RECORD DONATIONS  for three 
consecutive years.
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ENGAGEMENT OVERVIEW
What does a client relationship with Roundtree look like?

DELIVERABLES
Our normal client is a Christian organization who uses Roundtree to manage its donor-facing 
communications. They may not be quite sure how to reach the next stage of growth or simply 
need help to get the work done. Every organization is different, so we create a custom plan for 
each client. Every plan covers the following:

INITIALLY:
• Content calendar
• Email templates
• New donor communication sequence
• New subscriber communication sequence

MONTHLY:
• Donor-facing story of the month
• Email marketing management
• Website content updates
• Advertising management
• Analytics report

QUARTERLY:
• Q1: Annual report
• Q2: Donor lead-generation campaigns
• Q3: Donor lead-generation campaigns
• Q4: Year-end campaign

AS NEEDED:
• Event branding and collateral
• Print resource design

These deliverables ensure that clients have 
clear and consistent communication with 
donors. We charge a fixed monthly fee for 
this service and meet with clients monthly 
to stay aligned and measure outcomes. 
For clients who want to use Roundtree on 
a project basis for select deliverables, we 
charge hourly.
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WORKFLOW

Part 1: Research and Strategy
We meet with the organization’s leadership and interview a sampling 
of donors to understand the organization and why people invest in it. 
We put our creative juices to work to lay out a strategy that covers
the following:

1. Defined goals: How will we know we are winning?
2. Clear message: What should we say?
3. Multi-channel approach: What channels should we use?
4. Creative concepts: What are new ways we could tell our story?

Part 2: Production
We write, design, publish, print, mail, and do whatever it takes to bring 
your strategy to life.

Part 3: Measure and Adjust
Organizations are dynamic and so are donors. We measure the 
effectiveness of our work and maintain strong communication with 
clients to make appropriate adjustments.
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OUR TEAM

Andy Jones
FOUNDER & MANAGING DIRECTOR

Leah Jones
DIRECTOR OF HAPPINESS

Jonathan Moore
CREATIVE DIRECTOR

Chloe Latture
DIRECTOR OF CLIENT SERVICES

Mary Claire Roberson
DIRECTOR OF UX

Molly Kelley
DIRECTOR OF DIGITAL MARKETING
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WORK SAMPLES
BRAND STRATEGY

WEBSITE DESIGN

LOGO DESIGN
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WORK SAMPLES
PRINT DESIGN

ANNUAL REPORT

CONTENT CREATION YEAR-END CAMPAIGN
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WORK SAMPLES
EVENT COLLATERAL
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WORK SAMPLES
MEDIA PRODUCTION

VIDEO

PODCAST
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WORK SAMPLES
EMAIL TEMPLATE
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WORK SAMPLES
ADVERTISING



Ready to start growing? 

1. Schedule a call with Andy. 
We’ll discuss your organization in more detail 
and the specifics about working together. 

2. Create a custom plan. 
It takes us two to three months to put your 
plan together. We will talk to you, talk to current 
donors, and research similar organizations in 
the process. 

3. Execute and review. 
You’ll have a dedicated account manager who 
will make sure your work moves forward on time.

Andy Jones
FOUNDER AND MANAGING DIRECTOR

andy@roundtreeagency.com
919-601-1439
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roundtreeagency.com


